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BRAIN ST~MUL4TlON TO TXZAT KZNTAL ILLiGildS
ANC ENHANCE
HU?IANLEARNING,CREATIVITY,WRFORMANCE, ALTRUISM, AND
niX?‘EXESAGAINST SUFF'ERING
LeNis Xancini, 25 Nottingham Terrace,Buffalo,New York, 14216, I~.S,A.

Any mental/emotional
state or process (MESP)which is considered
(a) highly desirable (e.g.,sustainedconcentration,memorizationof
importantfacts, empathy)or (b) undesirable(e.g.,paranoiddelusionalism, delirium)could be, respectively,(a) facilitatedor (b) deterred
by means of an external (i.e., extracranial,or at least extracerebral,
and extracorporal)brain stimulationcircuitdesignedin such a way as
to deliver rewardingstimulationas often and only as often as and for
as long and only for as long as an electroencephalographic
or other kind
of brain functioncharacteristic,
which uniquelyidentifiesthe occurrence of the MESP In question,were being emittedby the individual's
(i.e.,the subject's)brain, with the intensityof the stimulationat
every point in time being proportional,respectively,(a) to the simultaneousmagnitudeor (b) to the reciprocalof the simultaneousmagnitude of the MESP-identifying
characteristic.Approachesa and b are
generalizedexamplesof a number of hypotheticalstimulationparadigms
presentedbelow that might be used to treat mental illness,enhance
learning,etc. (as in the title), Explanationsof the psychodynamic
mechanismswhereby these paradigmsmight exert their intendedeffects
are given in most cases,
INTROIIUCTION
The methodologyherein proposedis predicatedon the inferencethat
can be drawn from substantialexperimentalevidence (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7) that any given mental/emotional
state or processthat one might want
to either induce or suppresshas characteristically
and uniquelyassociated, detectableelectroencephalographic
and other kinds of measurable
brain-functionfeatures (and a correspondingunderlying,uniquelycharacteristicconfigurationof excitedand inhibitedneuroanatomiccircuits) which could be used by an externalcircuitto automaticallydetect the occurrenceof that MESP. Such features,which are characteristicallylinked with a particularMESP, may be thought of as linked
characteristics(LCs) of that MJZSP. This methodologywould require
merely that each person’s
Us be essentiallytime-invariantfor her or
him so that, for example,wheneverperson A engages in high-levelconcentration(MESP-CCNC),A's brain reliablyemits one or more particular
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LCs (I&CONCs), It would make no difference
were completely
different
from anyone else’s

whatsoever
or not,

whether A’s LCs

What is meant by stimulation
is the production
or suppression
of
impulses or action potentials
within minute volumes of brain tissue,
for
exhnple, a sphere or “focal
spot” with a diameter of lnun (8) or less,
without any direct
production
or supression
of action potentials
in surrounding tissue,
For any given application
in any given case, the stimulation might consist
in a continuous waveform or (more probably)
in
successive
discrete
waveforms, that is, pulses,
The technical
Fmplementation of such a system might entail
the use of electroencephalographlc,
ultrasonic,
and/or electromagnetic
techniques,
such as MBI, for LC determination,
detection,
and magnitude monitoring.
According
to Brown
and Kneeland (9, p. 495)
“More powerful magnets offer the possibility
cell energy metabolism” and
of monitoring phosphorus 31 and therefore
therefore
the possibility
of monitoring MEZiP-specific cerebral
activity
as reflected
in Us.
Stimulation
that would be nondestructive
might be
affected
either lnvasively
(but hopefully
not),
e.g.,
via surgically
imor (preferably)
noninvasively
or minimally invasiveplantsd electrodes,
lnvasively
with respect to the skull,
such as with an ultra1~ (e.g.,
sonic irradiator
implanted therein,
but noninvasively
with respect to
the brain) by means of focused electromagnetism
and/or ultrasound as is
discussed
in some detail
in another paper (10).
The types of brain stimulation
that night be used are (a) pleasurrewarding,
(b) sedatln
able (PLE), i.e.,
(SEX)), (c) alerting
(ALEBT),
d) specific-MESP-excitatory
(SMESPEX), 4e) specific-MESP-inhibitory
Stkulat ion could be any
I SMESPIN), and (f) otherwise characterizable.
one of, more than one of, or even all of the above in nature, with its
nature
in every instance being determined both by the particular
neuroanatomic site(s)
focused upon and the particularstimulationparameters

used. Distressing,i.e., aversive stimulationshould never be used,
The essentialprincipleof the methodology,stated in the most general terms possible,is that, by means of an ideallywholly external
prostheticsystem, the individualwould receive brain stlmulatlonof one
or more kinds as often as and only as often as and for as long as and
only for as long as (and with intensityeither directlyor inversely
proportionalto the magnitudewith which) the Individualwould emit a

or inhibited
predetermined
IC and, hence, would be either facilitated
with respect to indulgence
In the MESP corresponding
to that LC. Hence,
the delivery
and the intensity
of the brain stimulation
would be dependent upon the magnitude of one or more LCs and, hence, could be referred
toas
linked characteristic-dependent
brain stlaulation(LCDBS).
Each
LCDBSsystem would consist
essentially
in:
An I& detection
and magnitude-monitoring
component.
1.
An LC-magnitude/sti.mulatlon
intensity
proportlonalizlng
circuit,
2.
3.
A stimulating
component.

RESULTS OF SOME (NON-ICDBS)BRAIN STIMULATIONEXPERIMENTS
Sem-Jacobsen (ll.p.379)reportedthat 'We have been able to obtain feelingsof comfort,relaxation,joy, and Intensesatisfaction,
..,
In the ventromedial

part of the frontal
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lobe,

regions

of pleasurs

and

relaxationare lower and more internalthan those mediatinganxiety and
irritatlon. The responsesof relaxationand comfort obtainedfrom stimulation of the frontallobe are so intensethat psychoticepisodeshave
been broken up In less than one minute on several occasions.... Stimulation of the ventroaedialpart of the frontallobe has a calming effect, as does stlmulatlonof the centralregion of the temporallobe,"
Heath (12, p.224) found that "With septal stimulationthe patients
brightened,looked more alert, and seemed to be more attentiveto their
environmentduring, and for at least a few minutes after, the period of
and despair
stimulation....htpressionsof anguish,self-condemnation,
changed precipitouslyto expressionsof optimismand elaborations
of

Rat ients sometimes appeared
pleasant experiences,
past and anticipated.
better orient&t
they could calculate
more rapidly and, generally,
more
Memory and recall
were enhanced or
accurately
than before stimulation.
unchanged. 1’ Moan and Heath (13)a 1so reported sexual feelingsto be

associatedwith self-stimulation
of the septal region,
The observationsof Higgins,
Mahl, Delgado,and Hamlin (14, p.418)
of the "frontotemporal"
area, which they
that "after one stimulation..."
define in neuroanatomicdetail, a young male subject I’,. .said,without
apparent anxiety,
'I'd like to be a girl'",whereas "In the last interview, when he came close to expressinga similar idea under pressure by
the interviewer
but in the absence of stimulation,
he became markedly
anxious and defensive”
suggest that stimulation
of that area could be
useful in the treatmentof the personalitydisordersintrinsic
to which
is the ostensible
incorrigibility
of maladaptive defense mechanisms.
Hence, the neuroanatomicareas explored by these investigators
might include apwopriate
stimulation
sites for the applications
discussed hereThe septal region in particular
may contain utilisablesites (15,
LCDBS AS TREATMENT
FOR MENTALILLVESS
Rtanples
of paradigmsor modi operandi of LCDBS systemsdesigned
to treat mental Illnessand/or affect prophylaxisfor antisocialincluding criminalbehaviorare as follows.

1. Treatmentof Mental IllnessType I, that is, psychosis(including
schizophrenia),which may be defined here simply as a phenomenonconsisting in gross disorganizationof mental processesand/or distorted
perceptionof reality:
PI.3stim. int. inc. in prop. as maq. LC-PSYCHdec.
and
PLS stim. lnt. dec, in prop. as mag. L&PSYCH inc.
where PLS stim. int. * (i.e.,abbreviates)pleasurablestimulationintensity, inc. = increases,dec, - decreases,in prop. as = in proportion as, msg. = magnitudeof, and L&PSYCH = an LC which identifiesthe
occurrenceof a psychoticprocessor state entailing,for example,hallucinationsand/ox delusions,and/or loosenessof associations. Hence,
the less psychotican individual'smentationwould become, the more intense the pleasurewhich he or she would obtain from the system (and the
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psychotic,the less pleasure),so that the individualwould be
stronglymotivatedto discard psychoticprocessesand states. bntipsychotic~SPIN stimulationparadigmsmight entail the use of inhibltory stimulationdirectedat some of the same sites in the brain as
where antipsychoticdrugs exert their therapeuticeffects (17).
more

2. Treatmentof Mental IllnessType II, that Is, mental pain (MP), including all forms of neurosis. The three basic kinds of mental pain:
(a) anxiety (gradingup to terror), (b) depression(gradingup to hopelessness),and (c) anger (gradingup to rage) pervadeall forms of mental illness,especiallythe anxiety,depressive,personality,and adjustmentdisorders,
PIE stim, int. inc. in prop. as msg. DC-MP inc.
and
PLE stlm. int, dec. in prop, as mag. LC-MP dec.
where DC-MP * an LC which identifiesthe occurrenceof one or more
kinds of mental pain. The rationaleof this modus operandiwould be
that, inasmuchas the brain's reward (Le., pleasure)and punishment
(I.e.,aversionor pain) systems are reciprocallyinhibitorywith respect to each other (la), the more Intensethe mental pain a person is
experiencing,the more intensewould be the pleasureneeded to nullify,
that is, inhibit,suppress,or relieve that pain. And the less Intense
the pain, the less intensethe pleasureneeded to nullify it, Hence,
by dint of this modus operandi,mental pain would be automaticallynullified by an intensityof pleasurablestimulationcommensuratewith it.
3. ~eatment of Mental IllnessType III, that is, malmdaptiveand/or
destructivepleasure (MDP),such as constitutesthe motivativnalor
affectiveessence of drug {includingalcohol)abuse, sadism,some forms
of sexual deviance,and mania:
SMESPIN-MDPstim, int. inc. in prop, as mag. DC-MDP inc.
and
SMESPIN-MDPstim. Lnt. dec. in prop, as nag. I.&-MDP
dec.
where SMESPIN-MDPsti.m,= stimulationof one or more neuroanatomic
sites which specificallycauses inhibitionof a particularkind of MDP
and DC-MDP = an LC which specificallycharacterizesthat kind of MDP.
Hence, the greater the intensity
of MDP (and, correspondingly,
the
greater the magnitudeof I&MDP), the higher the intensityof MDP-lnhibitory (i.e., S~SP~-UP) st~u~tion that would be needed and automaticallydeliveredto nullify it.
4, Treatmentof Hental Illnass Type IV, that Is, pathologicaluncontern for others; facilitationof empathy,compassion,and altruism
(ECA)I
SMBSPZX-ECA stim. lnt, Inc. ‘inprop. as mag, LC-ECA dec.
and
SMESPEX-ECAstim. int. dec. in prop. as ma&. DC-ECA inc.
where SMESPZX-ZCAstim. = stimulationof one or more neuroanatomic
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specificallycauses excitationof ECA toward.others and LC%A = an LC which specificallycharacterizesthe processor state of
being empathicand/or compassionateand/or altruistic, Hence, the lower the intensityof an individual'sEC.4(and, correspondingly,
the lower the magnitudeof XC-ECA)and, correspondingly,
the greater the degree of appropriatenessof an increasein the intensityof that indlvldual'sEGA, the higher the intensityof EGA-excitatory(i.e.,SMESPEX-ECA)stimulationthat would be automaticallydeliveredin order to
affect that increase. And the greaterthe intensityof spontaneous
SCA, and the less the degree of appropriatenessof an increasein ECA,
the less SMESPEX-ECCA
stimulationwould be delivered. One or more of
approachesl-4 and/or 1-4-likeapproacheswould be appropriatefor prophylaxisof antisocialincludingcriminalbehavior,

sites uhich

In cases in which the rudimentsof and hence the potentialfor ECA
were so pervasivelylackingas to be noninducibleby virtuallyany
means, then it might be possibleto affect prophylaxisof antisocial
behaviorby means of what could amount to arresti% LCDBS affectedby
implementationof the phenomenonof corticalsuppression(19), that is,
suppressionof spontaneouselectricalactivityof corticalarea 4 (i.e.,
the motor cortex)and hence suppressionof all movementby dint of the
stimulationof specificsupwessor areas of the cerebralcortex all of
which have been demonstratedto projectto the catiate nucleus, And
inasmuchas when certainstimulationparameterswere used, stimulation
of the caudate in humans was found to be rewarding (20, Zl), one might
surmisethat such movement-suppressive
stimulationcould be made both
pleasurableand arresting. Whenevermore than one UDBS system were
required,e.g.* whenevercriminalbehavioris motivatedby both sadism
and anger or whenevera schlzoaffectivepatientsuffers from both active psychosisand depression,the two or more appropriatecircuits
would simply be operatedin parallelwith respectto each other,
EXAMPIESOF LCDBS SYSTEMSTO ENHANCECOGNITIONAND PERFORMANCE
t22)l'0 inPrOVe 1eaITIing ability or affect le~31ing facilitation

(LF)

:

PIE stim. int. inc, in FOP. as ma6. LC-LTM inc.
and
PIE stim. int. dec. in prop. as msg. I&LTM dec.
where LC-LTM = a linked characteristic
which always and only occur8
during the formationof a long-termmemory trace (LTM) in the individual in question,i.e., the subject, If it w=not
readily possibleto
identifythe occurrenceof an I&LTM, then a more generalizedkind of
learning-linkedcharacteristic(LLC) such as an IC-CONCwhich always
and only occurs in the subject in questionduring high-level,sustained
concentration,which might more readily be identified,could be used in
place of LC-LTM in this paradigm,by dint of which the ~oueas of longterm memory trace formation(or the state of high-level,sustainedconcentrationor some other learning-linked
MESP) would become Intensely
pleasurablefor the subjectand thereforelikely to occur readily,rapidly, and sustainedly. I.3ICDBS methods would be based on the idea
that if learningcould be made intenselypleasurable,for example,at
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least as pleasurable-aseating and sexual activityare for most of us
after long periods of deprivationof these modes of gratification,we
would be able to tap into what for most of us are our greatly underdeveloped intellectualpotential. Even our IQ scores might gradually
rise, though probablynot as rapidly or markedlyas our actual demonstrable learningability. In view of the realizationthat some individuals are far more nearly hedonisticallyoptisrized
with respect to
the learningprocess,that is, have far larger appetitesfor informational details than others do, it stands to reason that some lndividuals far more nearly attain to what may be consideredtheir upper blological limits of intellectualfunctioningthan others do. Hence, one
would not necessarilypredicta very high correlationbetween pre- and
post-LF IQ scores. LF might prove to be of value not only for intellectuallynormal individualsbut also, as a treatmentmodality,for the
mentallyretardedand for neurologicallyimpaired individualssuch as
aphasic stroke victims (in particularvis-a-visrelearninglanguage
skills) and those afflictedwith dementingprocessessuch as Alzhelmer's
Diseasb.
To create new interestsor affect interests'diversificationin a
person;

6.

FIJZ stim. int. Inc. in prop. as nag. I.&ATUN inc.
and
PIE stim. lnt. dec. in prop. as mag. LC-ATUNdec.

where I&ATUN - a linked characteristicnhich characterizesthe process
of attending (AT--) to details of a kind, for example,details of car
mechanics,robotics,or a foreign language,which would naturally,that
Is, without LCDBS be uninteresting(--UN)to the particularsubject in
question, Hence, by dint of this modus operandi,attendingto and processing informationof a kind which would otherwisebore the individual
would become intenselypleasurableand thereforelikely to occur,
7. To enhance performanceof skills or affect performanceenhancement
(PR):
PLE stim. int. Inc. in prop. as mag. LC-MEIT inc.
and
PI6 stlm. int. dec. in prop, as msg. LC-METIdec.
where LC-l4EX'T
= an IC which characterizesmetticulousness(REM').
Hence, the processof being mettlculouswould become intenselypleasurable and thereforelikely to occur, By virtue of PE, working (like
learning,by virtue of LF')could be renderedas pleasurableas eating
and sexual activityare for most people. Consequently,productivityin
the context of work might dramaticallyincrease.
8,

To enhance creativity:
PIE stim. int. inc. in prop, as mag. L&CR Inc.
and
PI8 stlm. lnt. dec. In prop. as mag. LC-CR dec.
operatedtogetherwith
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SMESPIN-CRINstim. int. inc. in prop. as mag. IC-CRINinc.
and
SMESPIN-CRINstim. int. dec. in prop. as nag. I&CRIN dec.
where L&CR - an LC which characterizesone or more creativeprocesses
such as might occur during dreamingwhen, unfortunately,under natural
circumstances,that is, without brain stimulation,the individual's
capabilityof convertingconcept into actualityis minimal,becausehe
or she is immobilisedby the sleep process. And SMESPIN-CRINstim. stimulationof neuroanatomlcsites which specificallycauses inhibition
of the inhibitionof these creativeimpulseswhich naturallyoccurs during the waking state in most people and is inherentin the perceptual
and cognitiverigidity imposedby the consciousmind. And I&CRIN =
an LC which characterizesthe naturallyinhibitedstate of these impulses during the waking state.
THE
-- COMPROMISEOF ADAPTIVENESS
-__
- ABOLITIONOF SUFFERINGWITHOUT
The followingexample,entailingthe simultaneoususe of paradigms
9-11, suggestsways in which any and all suffering(e.g.,anxiety,dysp-

nea, nausea) could be abolishedwithoutany compromiseof its naturally
associatedadaptivevalue,
9.

SMESPIN-POA/MPstim. int. inc. in prop, as mag. LC-POA/MPinc.
and
SMESPIN-POA/MPstim. int. dec. in prop. as aag. I&POA/MP dec.
togetherwith, i.e., operatedin parallelwith
10. PIE stin. int. dec. in prop. as msg. LC-FOA/W inc.
and
PIE stim, int. inc. in prop. as msg. LC-POA/MPdec.
11. SMESPEX-AVOIDstim. int. inc. in prop. as msg. I&POA/MP inc.
and
SMESPEX-AVOIDstim. int. dec. in prop. as msg. I&POA/MP dec.
where POA - pain and other forms of bodily aversiveness,SMESPIN-POA/MP
ofn&oanatomic sites which causes inhibitionof
stim. - stimU1CLtion
POA and MP. And SMESPEX-AVOIDstim. - stimulationof neuroanatomic
sites which causes excitationof avoidanceor withdrawalbehavior. LCPOA/MP = an LC which characterizes
one or more kinds of POA and/or MP.
With LCDBS systems 9 through 11 operatingin parallelwith respect to
each other, the more closelya person'sbody were to approachor be
approachedby a noxious (i.e., LC-POA/MP-inducing)
stimulus,the more
stronglyhis or her POA and/or MP would be inhibitedby paradigm9, so
that he or she would experienceno pain (23, 24, 25), other bodily averslvenessor mental pain, and the less pleasurehe or she would be gratified with by 10 (so that the person would be motivatedto promptly
move away from the noxious stimulusto a more highly gratifyingdistance from it), and the more strongly (whatwould effectivelybe reflex) avoidanceor withdrawalbehaviorwould be excited by paradigm11,
One might object that the nullificationof all pain and other aversivenesswould underminethe diagnosticskills of Internistsand surgeons. A rebuttalto this objectionIs entailedin the realization
that XC-POA/MPrecordingdevices, I&-POA/MP-based
alarm systems,etc.
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could be used to monitor and record the tine course of the intensity
and anatomicaldistributionof POA- and MP-8ngend8ringpathophysiological processes(so that physicianswould have precise and accuraterecords to refer to) and to inform physiciansinstantaneously
of dangerously high intensitiesof these processeswithout the patient ever having to actuallyexperienceany of the PbA or IQ.
Pharmacologicand XCDBS approachescould readily be made therapeutically complementaryto each other as is suggestedby the observations
that some pharmacologicagents facilitateself-(administered-brain-)
stimulationbehavior (26). Some LCDBS systemsmight even entail a
pharmacologiccomponentin the form, for example,of an implantadreservoir of some.rrledlcation
from which a minute quantum thereof would be
releasedwith each pulse or after every predeterminednumber, e.g., 10
or 100, of pulses of brain stimulation, It is clear that precautions
against overdosingwould have to be built into such prostheticsystems.
CONCLUSIONS
-If, at times, in what will hopefullyprove to be the relatively
utopian future,we should want to nullify all selfishness,egocentricity,and lonelinessand render all of us (or as many as would want
to participate)optimallyaltruistic,that is, preciselyas concerned
about each other as about ourselves,we could accomplishthis by telemetricallyinterconnectingevery reward and punishmentsite in every
participant'sbrain with its neuroanatomiccounterpartin every other
participant'sbrain. We would thereby affect interlndividualcerebral
telemetricinterconnectedness,
IICTI, by virtue of which we could all
truly and thoroughlyshare our joys and sorrows (if there were still
any of the latter despite IXI'DBS
and possiblyother aversiveness-annihilatory approaches)with each other,
Ideally,the neuroblologicalbasis of the capabilityof experiencing distrtsss
of any kind, that is, possibly,for example,modes of
functioningof certain intraneuronalstructuresin certainareas of the
brain, might be preventedfrom ever developingas such by means of the
individual'sbrain's being subjectedat one or more ontogenetically
opportunetimes to certain
drugs, electromagneticor ultrasonicwaves,
recombinantrepressorgenes, antibodies,other immunologicalentities,
or some combinationthereof,directed against this neurobiologicalbasis. Such preventionof developmentwould be ideal because it would
preclude even the potentialfor suffering.
The mind recognisesthat there is a common denominatoramong the
experiencesof reading a book one enjoys, eating a food one enjoys,
engaging in a favoritehobby or pastime,having sexual relationswith
a preferred partner,achievinga goal, etc.. That common denominator,
of course, is pleasure, The fact that the mind experiencespleasure
a5 a distinct entity despite the great diversityamong the numerous
contexts
and forms In which it can occur, suggeststhat there is an
electrophysiological
proc8ss common to all of these contextsand forms
which could be objectivelydetectedand quantifiedas an LC for pleasure (LC-PLE). This LC could be used as a measure of any and all of the
various kinds of pleasureone can have to enjoy such ae happiness
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(which may be defined in the present context as pleasurewhich Is consonant with one’s idealism and/or aspirations),joy (whichmsy be defined as pleasurewhich is anxiety-freeand exhilaratin&),bodily or
sensual pleasure,etc.. Hence, LC-PLE,cumulatedor averagedover time
or in some other form, could be used to derive a conceptand a value of
a person’s positiveaspects of subjectivestate of being.

Analogously,one would expect that all distressingor aversiveexperiencescould be quantifiedin terms of an I&AVERS which could serve
as a measure of a person’s
negative
aspects
of subjectivestate
of beThe measure of a person'soverallsub&tive well-beily(SUB)
ing.
would be a functionof both I&PLE, whioh,beG
~~&quantity,
would add to its value, and L&AVERS, which, being a negativequantity,
would subtractfrom Its value. The standarddeviationof the distribution of all of the SW% scores (SD-SUB)of everyoneIn the world or universe could serve as an index of the equitablenessof the distribution
of happinessand other aspects of SWB among the membersof the population of the world or universeand, hence, as an index of the degree of
actualizationof the democraticprinciple. Inasmuchas from an ob jective standpointeach individual'sSWB is equallyas importantas every
other individual'sSW%, the smallerthe value of SD-SUB,the more equitable the distributionof SWB among the population,
Consistentwith Bentham'sideal (27) of "the greatesthappinessof
the greatestnumber**the gualltyof our world or universe (@I) could
be assessed in terms of the ratio or quotientof the magnitudeof the
sum total of the SWB scores of everyone in the world or universe (SWBTOTAL8 the larger its value, the better)divided by SD-SWB (the smaller
its value, the better).
QW - SUB-TOTAL
SD-SUB
way as the Dow Jones Index providesa means of asbroad-baaedeconomicstrength,this ratio, the QW, would provide a means of assessingbroad-based
(ideally
universal)happiness
and other aspects
of SO.
It might also serve as a means of determlninr whether or not the lot of humankindwere actually
improving over
time, that is, whether or not the changeswhich will cone about in the
world will actuallybe constructive, The larger the value of QW, the
more worthwhile,humanistic,and heavenlywe could considerour world
In a similar

sessing

to
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